Present: Crouch, Grace, Hughes, Kahn, Kuo, Lou, Morrin, Ngo, Stevens, Williams, Wright

Announcements:
- Duty hours reporting is now symmetrical on both sides: all rotations, all the time for Med-Peds residents! Accurate reporting helps identify problems and continuous data is superior to intermittent sampling, at least until the ACGME loosens the reins. Please contact Nate with any questions.
- Morrin suggested empanadas at the program review meeting next week and there were no voices of dissention loud enough to drown him out.
- Congratulations to Landon, who volunteered and was peer-approved to join Jim, Mickey, Matt Laubham, Lindsey, Tracie, and LaBianca on the Housestaff Governance Committee. We have every confidence you will represent your co-interns honorably.
- Congratulations to Mike Lou, who volunteered for the experience of a lifetime: attending monthly GME Committee meetings. Looking forward to sharing an early morning muffin with you, Mike!
- Interested in local outreach and the GME Global Scholars program? Contact Jim Grace or Kevin Boblick.

USPSTF:
- Outstanding performance on the ClassMarker.com test: no firings this week!
- Matt advertised a great app, AHRQ ePSS, to guide you in your preventive care selection.
- Group consensus was reached that screening of at-risk, asymptomatic males for Gonorrhea and Chlamydia is justifiable. Erinn’s anecdotal data supports such practice.
- Ultimately, recognize the strengths and limitations of any professional body’s preventive health guidelines and adapt to your practice as you see fit!

ACIP:
- Jim and Michael heroically led us through the cases and we are grateful for their preparation.
- Beware the ever-evolving nuances of Pneumococcal and Meningococcal vaccination!

Next MPMM: WEDNESDAY, August 17, at noon.